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Music as a Social Force. 
Introduction • 
In order to understand the use and value of music 
as a social force i_t is first necessary to recogniz_e_ its 
close relation to life and examine._ its. effects upon the 
individual before we cons_ider it in relation to .the. social 
and pen-social group. 
In tracing the history of man 7 at no point do we 
find him expressing his hopes, fear_s 7 joys 7 or sorrows with-
out some recourse to_music as a medium. It may be music in 
its most primi ti.v.e form in which inarti__c.ulate cries and the 
rhythmic. beating of the_tom-tom or clapping.of.ha;nds_is_ the 
only mode of mus.ical expression._. The. c_ontroversy as to 
whether song or spoken language came first in the evolution 
of the race seems to have had new light thrown_ on it by the 
experience of Sir Frede.rick Mott K.B.E .. 7 M.D., __ with shell-
shocked soldiers during the recent_ great war. He found 
after various experiments that they regained their speech 
much more quickly through the use of familiar_ songs. _In an 
article in the uJournal of Mental Sciencett for April_l_g21, 
he writes:-
"We shall see that there is reason to suppose 
that the utterance of vocal inarticulate sounds 
of varying pitch7 is evolutionally speaking, 
much older than articulate speech 7 and whe.reas 
the production of both sounds can be initiated 
in both halves of the _brain 7 articula.te. language 
in right handed persons _can _only be initiated 
in the left half of the br.ain 7 which_controls 




I body~ a fact that proves that expression of 
our thoughts by graphic symbols made with 
the right hand has grown up and progressed 
simultaneously with language spoken by 
menns of. audi.tory symbols .. 
• • • {Words and melody} .are organized in the 
mind simultaneously and each reinforce the 
other in memory. tr ' 
The strength of the emo:tional __ appeal of music has been 
recognized through the centuries. Emotion and rhythm are 
vita~ elements in every life and when either e.r both of 
these is disturbed, the happines.s, sanity or even life 
itself is endangere_d.. Music_, the most subtle language 
of the emotions is dependent\ for its exis.tenc_e upon the 
most positive of the sciences, mathematics. Thus we can 
see why music should .receive! important consideration from 
psychologists, sociologists and educators. 
Plato seems to have been one of the first to recognize 
the.aesthetic value of music for the individual in secular 
as well as in religious li_fe ,: and to have made ample 
provision :ror its. development: in the ffRepublic". _ He also 
recognized that music carried; to excess _might ea~ily be-
come a vice, and nnde prov;tsibn to guard aga.ins_t this 
possibility. 
The philosophers who have become accustomed through 
long experience to express in.language (whichmust always 
limit even as it defines) the:subtle realit_ies.of'.life, 
have a contribution to make to those of .us who wo,uld know 
• 
• 
some'thing of this power which we wish to di:r-ect as a 
social good. Pythagoras pointed out· the rhythmic value 
of music. Plato believed that music moulded character 
and 'determined social and politi_c.al l._s_sues. "Damon tells 
me - and I can quite believe it - that when modes of music 
change, the fundamental laws of the _state change with them". 
Schopenhauer•s statement that music is a copy of Reality 
itself seems to be somewhat 'substantiated by Rudolph otto 
in his nidea of the Holy" that no matter what particular 
form music takes through th~ centuries it always speaks 
the same language to the human heart. He cites Conf'ucius -
"Confucius speaks_ of the power or music on the mind 1.n a 
way we moderns_ cannot better, and_ touches upon just those 
elements which we must recognize in -the experience of 
music": * and yet the_ music _of Confucius t day would sound 
like a succession o:f queer noises to us. Franci_s Toye 
also in his "Well Tempered Musician n recognizes that music 
has_ its root in spirituaL re~lity • "It is roo ted in every 
primitive instinct and however much it may have_ :developed 
and changed, the musi_cal. s.ense always re.tains_ s_omething 
' 
extra rational, extra intel~~ctual in its. essence.n In 
I 
book :3, Vol. 2 . o.f . The .. World !! ~ and_ Idea, Scl:l openhauer 
develops the idea. o:f the deep relation of mu.s_ic to the true 
nature of things by the f'act that. suitable.mus.ic.played to 
any scene, action, event, or _surrounding, _seem_s to disclose 
* p '75 
• 
• 
its most secret meaning and appears as the most accurate 
and distinct commentary upon it. Regarded as an expression 
of the world, music is a universal language, bu.t Sehopenhauer 
realizes that his expression of its power is a personal one 
and its acceptance or denial must be left to the experience 
of the effect produced on each individual. He writes ttThe 
unutterable depth of all music by virtue of which it floats 
through our consciousness as the vision of a paradise firmly 
believed in yet ever distant from us, and by which also it 
is so fUlly understood and yet so inexplicable, rests on 
the fact that it restores to us all the emotions of our 
inmost nature ••••• far removed from their pain," (P 339) 
thus Schopenhauer , . an avowed pessimist, who. str.essed the 
reality of evil, felt also the. beauty and goodness of inner 
harmony. 
We find musi.c u.sed all. through the ages as a preventive 
and therapeutic agent in physical. and mental diseases, and 
a~so as a source of inspiration in social. groups. It is 
only since. the great War that we. have .begun to consciously 
use this medium to meet the constant need of humanity. 
That music is a cure -all for huma.n il~s. would be a false 
.. assumption, bu. t it is a .most effective agent in establishing 
r 
harmony where the normal rhythms of life have been.distur.bed, 
by stiinula.ting the. thoughts and imaginations .of the individual, 
and building sympathetic bonds within groups leading .from. the 
enjoyments derived from the music to a preference for other 
• 
• 
expressions of the beautiful, namely thought and action. 
Thesis 
Since all groups are a collection o:f individuals, and 
music in its essence makes an individual appeal we will 
first consider the effect of music on the individual .. 
It is not possible to absolutely separate the physio-
logical from the psychological aapect of an individual 
because it is the interaction o:f the two that make up an 
experience, but for the purpose of considering ~e physio-
logical effects of musie,}that aspect of musical experience 
which affects the body most will be considered apart from·· 
the psychologica~. e.f:fects. 
The physiological effects of music on the normal 
individual are described by G.W. Grothe in "Music in 
Medicinerr, Jii-;. 0f:. ::1\M~ cMea.~:'.Ai-s;IZriJ.,, ~Dctc .. ~~1.~2~ .. nThe physio-
logical effects of music are many. Metabolism is increased, 
and there is decreased and increased muscular. energy. It 
produces a marked effect on the b~ood pressure. Fatigue is 
noticeably reduced. Physical exercise with music increases 
active blood supply, stimulates respiration through emotion, 
and·at the same time relieves the brain of overstimulation". 
The human organization in pain can often obnain relief 
when beautiful music is introduced. Dr. J.T.R. Davison who 




follows: 11 Pain is a special condition of the sensorium felt 
as distress and is due to special stimulation of the central 
or peripheral organ. Music is likewise a special stimulation 
whieh traveling from the periphery by other routes reaches 
the sensorium and there gives rise to a sensation felt as 
pleasure. In the sensorium. these two sensations have to 
struggle for existence as they cannot exist simultaneously, 
and whichever of the two adapts itself more conformably to 
the then reigning condi ti.ons of the central organ will gain 
* the day. n He cites Tyndall's experiment .of the effect of 
music on a sheet of flame, which showed that as the pitch 
was raised or lowered, the flame responded to the change 
in vibration. Dr. Davison draws the .conclusion that the 
tendency to vibrate synchronously. with. music . wh.i ch is found 
in the inanimate world exists in the case of human organ isms. 
He has found illnesse.s. in which it was highly important to 
change the key in whiCh the psyChological pitch of the 
patient vibrated. This change, upon the realization of 
which depended often the very existence of life, was brought 
about by taking advantage of the tendency to vibrate in 
consonance with a given musical tone. He closes his article 
with these words, 11What a vast field of beneficial utility 
will be reserv·ed for the art of music when al.l.ied with that 
* 
"Music in Medicinen, .:tan:cet:, ;Dctobe.:r?.•.lH89.',::1;5..8;g~-~ ll-S:9:i:·· :, .. · ·"''~ 
·- ...... 
j ~f..:..'-·-·-··· ... :: 
.. ( .... 
".· .. ~) ., . ; : ) . ::..:.. ~ .... 
• 
• 
or healing." This paper written almost twenty-eight years 
ago has not been refuted by recent research. The field of 
music allied with medicine has made little progress~ but 
sociologists m d psychologists are agreed regarding the 
need of establishing a mean rhythm in this industrial world 
where the imposed rhythms are at variance with normal rhythms 
of the life pulse. 
Dr~ Grothe has found that convalescence is aided after 
a long continued illness through music by producing an 
individual and collective sense of joy and well-being, there-
by promoting digestion~ assimilation and nutritlion. "By its 
affect a certain mood takes possession of him; his mind 
undergoes a change, of whi~ sentiment is the first~ followed 
by some definite thought. It will arouse such intense 
emotions that one long ill will have a different outlook on 
life and will desire to live to get back to work~ to play, 
and happiness. n In lung eases, whether due to disease of 
11 gassingn, control of the breath and the habit ~oi'fully ex-
panding the lungs by deep breathing as taught in singing, 
helps wonderfully in restoring he.al th~ 
Dr.. Mott has found tba t with shell-shocked soldiers, 
familiar songs which establish contiguous~ as~s.ociations o:r 
musical cadence and articulate speech more quickly restores 
speech than any other agency. It is common exp~ience th:tt 
a :familiar .song wilL bring with it. floods of lll3mory which 




can change the whole emotional tone~ For this reason, in 
using music with ill or convalescent individuals a wise 
choice is necessary. It is quite as easy~to do harm by 
the wrong choice as good by the ri gb.t one. 
The use o:f music in the treatment o.:f diseases is 
nothing new. Pythagoras (582 B.C.) saw something o:f its 
efficacy in restoring harmony. Pindar (522 B.C.). in. one 
o:f his odes relates how the god Aesculapius .. treated a 
patient f'or mental di_sease, an:l Pliny (23 A.D.)_ reco:rmnended 
the flute for so definite an ailment .. as sciatica. It has 
remained for science to discover why ani to what extent 
music has healing .powers. As we advance in knowledge of 
itw possibilities and limitations through experiment, we 
can use it with less waste of energy and more intelligent 
results. 
In approaching the psychological ef'fect of music it is 
perhap·s well to state its limitations in order to de:fine 
more clearly its territory. The direct influence of music 
as a sensorial stimulant ceases with the. c.e.ssation of' its 
vibrations. The indirect ef'fect o:f the music is the 
awakening of' reinforcing moods, longings, desires, and the 
increase of thinking to the point of desire for action. 
Music's part is that of inspiring, starting .and supporting 
the other forces necessary f'or rehabilitating the non-
social individual. It can only do its share with other 
• 
rehabilitating therapies. What constitutes therapy? Every 
detail of treatment whfhh stimulates the natural tendencies 
toward cure and intensifies and modifies the physiological 
and psychological functions of the individual to such an 
extent tm t his feeling tone improves and interest takes 
the place of' listlessness. All details of treatment are 
therapies provided theyare not regarded as self sufficient, 
but as assistants to the natural curative factors, without 
which all man-invented therapies are-helpless. 
The mentally deficient individual is one to whom music 
comes as a very special blessing.. Rhythm which is well 
developed in the most primitive peoples is-not lacking in 
the mental defective and for this reason dancing, physical 
training with musical accompaniment, etc a, are_ especially 
good for him. The ability to remember songs that bav~ 
been taught is unusually good. This holds true even with 
an individual whose mental age is but three years. The 
happiness wh:lc h this form of recreation brings more than 
justifies the patience required in. teaching •. The individual 
whose coordination is fair.ly_good is usually.suecessful in 
learning to play some instrument; and the bands and 
orchestras of_ the feebleminded institutions_play an 
important part in the life. of the institution as a whole. 
Discipline is reduced to a minimum when the inmates are 




The psychopath should first be examined by a 
psychiatrist to determine the cause of his :n:ental disorder 
before the musician can be of any assistance and then tre 
kind of music to be used will largely depend upon his 
history and make-up (environmentally conditioned). The 
physician using the gauge of his psychiatric experience 
is the best judge of the therapeutic value of the music 
to be used. It is for the musician to co-operate with 
the physician whetber the moo.tal disorder can be cured or 
whether it can simply be prevented from further develop-
ment. In several cases where the stubbornness of the 
patient make it impossible for the psychiatrist to make 
any headway a musician has been able to break down the 
resistance by establishing a friendly relation through 
familiar songs and music. Musicians doing this sort of 
work should have son:e knowledge and. training in this field. 
The psychopathic case should receive individual attention 
only in special. instances :where .. the. psychiatrist. wants 
certain definite results. The bend of sympathy established 
by group work is of great value because the aim in the use 
of music is to bring all_those who can.possible sense it.; to 
a feeling for the group and a willingness to give way at . 
small points for the go c:d of' all •. How the individual in the 




awakens; for this reason it is best to use new music (i.e. 
music which is new to the group) so that the associations 
may be 'bu. il t up within the group .. ;,I 
* . Miss Ellen Almy found that a large percentage of the 
girls in the Wayward Class and those of Bedford wer_e psycho-
paths who recognized no restraint ani no self-control. 
Their desire for pleas_ure .made them especially susceptible 
to musical influence. _Two essential points in making music 
a successful agent for reforlllB. tion are (1) a certain 
percentage ·of songs chosen as an outlet for high spirits 
(2) a smaller bu.t carefUlly .chos.en percentage for the 
exercise of a repression that is voluntary self control. 
Repetition of the second type of music makes for continued 
concentration of attention and induces self restraint and 
socialized self expression, and helps to organize the_ innate 
emotional tenienci_es, energies and_ interests of the individual. 
The putting on of a musical comedy or light opera is a good 
illustration of the way in _which the individuals must feel 
the whole if success is to be assured. This was done for 
a number of years at Bedford Hills Reformatory. The making 
of costumes and scenery for those who were disqualified to 
take J;B.rt in the actual performance kept a large group busy. 
In institutions_ where the time is limit_ed, pageants cr con-
certs may be built from music material used in smaller groups; 
* 




continuity being. provided by a narrator or series o~ 
events which lead ~rom one group to another. The success 
0~ this depends upon·othe ingenuity o~ the person in charge • 
Non-thinking and non-co-operating. individuals will always 
be found in such g~oups •.. Lit.tle impression can be.m:tde 
upon them, though occasi.onally they are surprised into 
some kind of response. 
" In the non-social gr.oups will. be found inmates of th9 
* ins~:m asylums, feeble-minded and penal ins.titutions. 
One of the particular problems in this field is to combat 
the emotional attitude of workers which ten.ds. to hinder a 
scientific .approach to mu.sic as a. TIB.ans of improving the 
moral and mental states o~ insti:tutional groups. 
* Much of the material for this portion of the. thesis has 
been gleaned from work Cb ne by Willem van de Wal.l .who was 
Field Director of' the Commit.tee for the Study of Music in 
Institutions, under the Russell. Sage Foundation. Later he 
was staff member of the Bureau of Mental Health, Department 
of Welfare :for the state o:f New York and Field Worker among 
prisons. He has conducted classes at Columbia University 
for the }l9. st :few years. He was called to Hollani. :for con-
ference regardirg programs of music for the institutions 
of that country and sent to England in the spring of 1926 
as a representative to the World Prison Conference. At 
present he is directing the program :fbf! music in the 
institutions for the State of Pennsylvania .. Before taking 
up this type of work, Mr. Van de Wall was harpist with the 




There is mention or an Insane Asylum established by 
monks at Jerusalem in the latter part of the Fifth century; 
even earlier than this_ in Egypt and Greece, the insane were 
preated as individuals suffering from disease. _ They 
employed not only music and the beautiful in nature and 
art as remedial agents, but recrea_tion and occupation as 
well. But these beneficientteachings were lost s~ht d't 
during the succeeding centuries when insanity pa thalogically 
became a demonaical possession.. The treatment of the insane 
from the Middle Ages until today may be divided roughly 
into four periods--
1. Neglect and persecution. 
2. Mechanical restraint for protec_tion of 
society. 
3 • Restraint softened by humanitarian. treat-
men t y but with no ra tiona l_ understanding 
of the nature of the condition _of the .in-
sane. 
4 .. Treatment based upon s_cientifi_c _study of 
* diseased persons, and of prevention. 
It is with this fourth period that we are concerned. 
The introduction of a Psychiatric Social Service in these 
insam hospitals has_ been of great constructive help. It 
investigates the social conditions in ~e family of patients, 




their work and the community under which they have lived 
* and from which they possibllf have suffered. It is with 
information from this source that the musician is able to 
make his best contribution. In efforts towards reconstrue-
tion every social resource must be utilized, andmusic is 
that form of the beautiful, which is the neare.st expression 
of love in tre realm of sound. A mental patient needs 
twice as much constructive loving attention as his mare able, 
nor.mal neighbor, although he often gets least of that which 
he needs most. Although the mentally sick may ba ve possessed 
at one time more mental assets than the average man and in 
many an instance may have preserved extremely brilliant 
mental qualities, they ha.ve nevertheless become victims 
of extraordinary changes in their mental functioning, which 
makes it impossible for them to keep going as dependable 
members af society. These changes often manifest themselves 
in very slowly developing exaggerations of feeling, thinking, 
and action, out of proportion to the issues of reality. 
The general tendency of the mental patient is to evade the 
ba tt:.e or life and its difficulties or certain of its 
difficulties. A peculiar characteristic of the mental 
patient is his often exaggerated self-centerdness. Music 
possesses in many an instance the power of drawing the 
patient's attention away fran himself. At Westbon Insane 




Asylum while there is no regular appropriation by the 
State, music is used generously. Two physicians who are 
also musicians direct and play in the orchestra which is 
made up of patients. This orchestra not only plays for 
dances but for other gatherings and entertainments •. A 
chorus leader is paid from a special fund placed at the 
disposal of the Director of the Institution. This supplies 
means for a large number of inmates to express themselves 
in an aesthetic. and socially acceptable manner. It gives 
a chance for redistribution and.redirection of energy which 
might otherwise be lost or used to the kind of_ advantage 
where it would do much.harm. Orthophonic victrolas are 
used in the dining rooms and workshop. The value of music 
as an establisher of harmonious atmosphere is_ recognized · 
and utilized, and yet is seems that an indiscriminate use 
might easily reduce its influence. With no special person 
to plan its use and vary its program to meet changing needs 
it m~g11t easily become one. of the elements in institutional 
life whose regularity and sameness would eventually cease to 
make any special appeal.. A musician in charge of the music 
in such an institution should be enough versed in psychology 
and sociology to recognize.his opportunities for making music 
a therapeutic agent as welL as. a source of happy recreation • 
Much more depends upon. his personality and understanding than 




when individual expression should be encour~ged or supressed 
in favor of the group de_termines to a large extent his success 
of the venture. 
Among the groups where reclamation i.s not possible 
music acts as a disciplinary force. The persistent even 
rhythm of beautiful music brings the highly individualized 
personalities more nearly into a common rhythm, and for the 
time harmony reigns. 
Much that has been said of the use of music with the 
insane holds good with reference_ to the .feeble-minded. We 
can reach only those for whom custodial institutions must 
be provided.. Since recent experiments have made it clear 
tba t large numbers ·of feeble-minded individuals (some of 
those below adolescence and those trained in__ the institu-
tiona) may safely be released on parole to their relatives 
or placed with people who will take an interest in them, we 
find here a field for edu.cational work. The chief diff'iculty 
with these inmates seems to be in the lack of co-ordination 
of mental faculties. The use of music in group singing, 
rhythmics and dancing helps to strengthen any co~ordination ) ) 
both physical and mental that may be found existing even in 
a very slight degree • 
The Waverly Feebleminded Institution which has become 




the unusual work of the late Dr. Fernald builds muCh of its 
work around music. Choruses ani orchestras are used in much 
the same way as at Westboro. A music teacher is employed 
who gives full. time.. The demands upon her time and attention 
have grown to such an extent that a r·equisi tion for a second 
. teacher has been made to the state. Practically. all the 
music is taught by rote. Time spent in teaching the morons 
to read music ( i.e~ those who will in a~l probability 
enter the social world when their training is.completed) 
would make it possible for them to continue. the pursuit of 
music in an !~dependent way when. they are thr.o.wn on their 
own resources. At present it is necessary for every indi-
vidual member of the orchestra to be taught his :r:art 
separately before the composition .can be played as a whole. 
Most of these players know something about reading music, 
but not enough to feel any independenc.e. 1n the. use of it. 
It was my privilege to hear a group o.f women and girls 
sing whose mental age was 4 - 6 years. They +oved to sing 
as any group of li ttl.e children would. Some had unusually 
good voi.ces ani all sang in good pitchand rhy.thm, rut the 
atmosphere of business-like tension in covering the ground 
seemed to spoil the very thing that music should cult.ivate, 
namely peace, harmony, and happiness. Time to eonsider·tha.t 
"Sweet and Lown is a lullaby and that· •we would sing it as 




the music its proper setting and the tone would have had 
the desirable sweetness without the necessity o~ hushing 
the voices, which only covered the tones. The lack of 
mental content in the minds o~ these 4 year olds explained 
the inartistic effec_t of the song.. Music has not fulfilled 
its mission when the melody. can be sung in the proper pitch 
and in perfect rhytbm* Beauty must also be there i~ real 
sa ti sfac tion is to be the. result of this form of self' 
expression. It cannot be self_expression if none o~ the 
self is put in it,· but rather .imitation of s:>unds tut that 
. ~ 
is not real_music. Here again the teacher must understand 
the approach to the different mental. ages •. Any kind of 
music will not do, but that which is fitted to. the age 
considered, and a standard set which will require. enough 
but not too much effort· on the_ part of the. group .to attain 
it. If music used indiscriminately has so much power for 
good is it too much to believe that a wise. and discrimlinate 
use of music will have therapeutic value. that has not as yet 
been tapped? 
In speaking ~ music in prisons Mr. van de Wall says 
"Music brings in an impersonal form. tbat expres.sion of love 
and invitation to voluntary discipline •••• where steel bars 




the individual ts persona.li ty and suggest to him thEt he is 
indeed dangerous--there music floats in as a stream of 
divine energy and love ..... He (the convict) listens to the 
tunes and cl1.imes in with them. After the music he is 
desirous or talking about the people he loves most in the 
world. He is willing to obey any kind of order for the 
sake of being allowed to en joy the music making or listen-
ing once more. N"IU.sic is not a cure-all. .It is ·simply a 
detail of the new order of things ••••• It 1 s moral and mental 
therapeutic power lies in its gift £or tunning the prisoners 
from the unf'riendly ~ sull.en. and re.sistive mental attitude 
toward the friendly willing and assistive stat.e of mind 
whiCh is the ·prerequisite for the morally and mentally 
* efficient and co-operative citizen." 
In working with the major offenders Mr. van de Wall finds 
that not all their. traits.are abnormal, many ar_e healthy and 
remain intact. These positive qu~lities are the ones upon 
which to play. uThe problem of prison education. is essen-
tially a problem sin socialization._ This means .first a 
modification of_ the general at_titude, and sec.ond a sub-
limation of special interests and attitudes. The modification 
of the general attitude means a conversion~ a transference of 
allegiance from one group to another. To produce this con-
~ 
version it is essent:1al that the prisoners be put in contact 
* 




with the ideals, sentiments and traditions of ordinary 
society •••• the process of socialization consists in 
building up concrete attitudes and interests •••• This means 
redirecting the tendencies that have proved to be in con-
flict with the laws to paths that are in accordance with 
the laws.. For instance, many crimes are the result of a 
wish for excitement and re w experience.. The. wish is 
legitimate, the path taken to satisfy the wish ends in 
crime. The problem is to assist the prisoner to secure 
* excitement and m w experience without violating laws rr 
Music proves to be a good stimulant~=especially music 
whiCh revives days of childhood or vivid reminiscences of 
tender happiness. It is possible to stir up old emotions 
and old energies, recollection of old habit responses of 
a socially constructed nature. Prisoners conventially 
react by a hostile attitude towards the institution and 
all its activities; .the regime of. the prison tends to 
provoke and develop this attitude. It fixes a man's mind 
continually upon what was bad an::l weak in him. . The re-
awakening of self respec.t and deve.loping of social obliga-
tion is necessary if these men are to reenter the social 
world. Music which is real music has power and there is 
a subtle suggestion_ of i:hat which is per.f.ect in. law and 
order in its pertormance. As an agent of combined free-




will and social self restraint it sets ideals before the 
offenders, who are open to suggestion, wliich are felt 
rather than expressed, and gives a point of contact which 
may have been impossible through other channels. If, dur-
ing his tenu of confinement, the prisoner through a natural 
disposition, acquires musical skill in handling some instru-
ment this accomplishment will stand him in good s_tead when 
he re-enters society. 
It is difficult for the general public to see that men 
who have offended against society need_ a musica 1 director. 
That does not sound like punishment, but the time i.s not far 
distant we hope, when from an economic as well as a humani-
tarian viewpoint the public wilL recognize the need_. ani 
demand that every individual offender be given the proper 
examinations to determine whether he may be eventually 
fitted to reenter society. The nature of the crime will 
then not be the standard for the mea_surement of' punishment, 
but rather the physical and psychical condition_ of the 
individual himself'. If rehabilitation be po.ssible than 
every available agent will b.e utilized and music which deals 
directly with the emotions and feelings will have its proper 
place • 




is necessary to keep in mind tbat the purpose of this 
institution is to break down habits of antisocial be-
havior and replace them with thoughts, actions and habits 
, .7 
of a socially constructive nature. The inmate is usually 
he or she who is lacking in energy to do anything wnich 
is obnoxious to a happy-go-lucky existence. Perseverance 
in overcoming obstacles is near .the zero _point.. The 
emotional appeal in music is used only to develop interest 
and desire for participation. The pleasure ani happiness 
produced by singing many sangs naturally turns the minds 
of these young delinquents towards the leader. In this 
type of work a musician with well-developed social qualities 
as well as an understanding of the aims of the institution 
is necessary, if the most good is to be accomplished. A 
friendly manner whic4 encourages discussion of the songs 
being sung gives the necessary point of contactam in 
choosing the songs that.will bring the desired qualities 
into prominence, the director is able to guide the dis-
cussion by a suggestion here ·and there. Patriotic· songs, 
home songs etc., fUrnish. the best material. It is neces-
sary to get the point of view of these youths if the hour 
is to be a telling one. Mr •. van de Wall found. in his work 
that the boys and girls were very poor in practical ideas • 
Progress was slow because thought could be sustained for 




constantly to be introduced to rekindle the mental action. 
These periods instead of being termed ttmusicn were called 
uthinking hoursn by the youths themselves and were soon 
chosen in preference to a straight song period. The 
benefits were. reciprocal; for the inmates, new ideas, new 
ways of thinking; for the class-leader, new knowledge of' 
the inmates, new interest in them, a:rrl new visions for the 
work. Not every type of inmate is ripe to f'ollow such a 
class and not every ethical subject f'its into discussion 
introduced by the study of' the text of certain_national or 
f'olk songs. Not every one cooperates but the greater num-
ber respond very keenly even on intricate problems when they 
are once used to such type of discussion. 
Most institutions have bands or orchestras or both ani 
most of them have choirs or choruses. Such activities are 
decidedly beneficial. f'rom the s tarrl.point of the develop-
ment of' morals and socialization ••• But the procedure is 
too mechanical and not sufficiently adjusted to the needs 
of the particular offenders to be of' the greatest value. 
A resident music teacher of the right qualifications could 
de.velop the musical activities to a point where their in-
fluence would be noticeably f'elt in the disciplinary depart-
ments, using and encouraging volunteer musical entertainers 
as a stimulus f'or better and more ef'f'ort on the part of the 




full harvest of Changing dispositions and favorably turning 
mental attitudes.~ •• A humane and wise music teacher has 
every chance of becoming the most cherished official of the 
institution. This is also because he is about the only one 
who not only may tolerate but also has to encourage what the 
others are obl~ged to forbid, --free individual emotional 
self expression, though indeed disciplined along the lines 
* of aesthetic culture." 
TUrning from the work .o'f those whose lives llave been 
warped or broken through the lack of inner harmony with 
their environment· we next consider the educational aspect 
of music as a social force to be utilized as a preventive 
agent in social groups. 
In ronsidering tbe child's moral development the prob- _ 
lem may be worked out a long thre.e lines. 
* 
"1. Any experience at all. which arouses dis-
taste for what is vile and love 'for what 
is admirable make it likely that the 
child will choose more wisely among the 
courses of conduct open to him • 
2. Any knowledge which increases his under-
standing of human life offers a help to 
"The Musical Personneln van de Wall, page 217 




a sound choice. 
3. Any training in persE tent~ resolute~ 
efficient carrying out of sensible pur-
poses increases the likelihood that the 
child's life as a whole will be effec-
tively self directed. 
We can force an external obedience; but genuine character 
is always the outcome of what the child himself wishes at 
* 
heart to do and to be~ Our cue is to try as far as we can 
not to antagonize his impulses but to turn them into fruit-
ful directions. There are two extremes to avoid, first not 
to direct the appeal too high above the child t s head and 
secondly not to appeal so frequently to the lower motives 
tbat the better ones get little chance to grow. 
Music appreciation as it is taught is a splendid 
approach toward building ideals of the beautif'ul_and good 
through sound. Little children do not learn to understand 
the significance o~ language nor its practical application 
in speech by theoretical but by actual contact with lan-
guage, and so wi t..h. music which is simply a. type of ex-
tremely specialized language on an emotionally refined basis, 
for the sake of calling awake corresponding emotions in the 
listener~ Teach. the child to satisfy on~ higher plane 
desires for .. emotional experience, and he will chisel his 
feelings on musical patterns, which are patterns of strict 
Study of Child Nature O'Sheaj page 91 
• 
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porportion, balance and order. A musical behavior is highly 
disciplined, harmonious and pleasing. It is essentially 
socializing. However, pains must be taken during the 
character formative period tba.t the aesthetic requirements 
learned for purposes of appreciation and application in the 
field of music and other fine arts will .also he understood 
and applied in the field of' .. ethics, or daily conduct, where 
these same principles hold just as true. It is. wonderful 
how the child grasps this, closer as he seemingly stands to 
the heart of things than_ the adult .. 
nMusic is a bold interpretation of the universe in all 
its wondrous aspects through the medium o.f sound.. And he 
who becomes accustomed in his youth to drinking inspiration 
from that source, sips of the well of lif'.e itself', an.d long 
before he realizes what has happened.he acquires the habit 
of dreaming, planning and working, and feeling, thinking and 
acting with a Beethoven depth, a Wagnerian impulsiveness and 
splendor of youthful attack, with a Mozartian cleanliness, 
* clearness, optimism and elegance.n 
This broad conception_ of the- value of music in 
establishing right habit trends in childred has been given 
partly to place the possibilities before all and partly to 
show in how far we are falling short of attaining our ideal • 
The use of music in the shhools has developed very 
rapidly in the last thirty years. Not until 1836.was there 
~-
TJTraining in Constructive Habit Formingrr van·de Wall, 




any public demand for music education in the public school 
system. At that time a memorial from the Boston Academy 
and two petitions signed by many Boston citizens were 
formally presented to the School Board. Even then Lowell 
Mason had to put a piano in one of the schools at his own 
expense and gdve voluntary time to teaCh some boys who had 
a very bad reputation. After the experiment for one year 
the oo rmni ttee added after commending the singing u the 
scholars are further advanced in their studies than at 
the end of' any other previous yeart'. This was in 1838. 
In Germany Lowell Mason found that all teachers must qualify 
as music teachers before they are accepted in the public 
schools. We have reached the point_ of endeavoring to place 
special music teachers in as many schools as_possible but 
this adjustment is not so satisfactory because it limits 
the use of music more or less to a definite time. If' its 
full value as a socializing .factor is to be utilized each 
teacher should be able to use the songs the children know 
as a means of bringing order and harmony back to an at-
mosphere v.hich has become restless am in which the in-
dividual element has become prominent. Gymnastics are used 
for this purpose._ Stimulating the circulation and chang-
ing the physical t()-rie is UI!I.questionably good and if' ac-
companied by music the result is decidedly beneficial. 




song will bring the chiidrents minds and attitudes to just 
the necessary point to go on with their work~ Theoretically 
we realize that the clnld must mature slowly in order to 
become a welL balanced individual suceptible to all the 
higher values and ideals, but practically we fail to put 
plenty of rm terial at his disposal over which his mind may 
linger. Realizing that in his fu;ture recreation_ music will 
play a large part we are wasting no time when we allow him 
to hear and to participate in the most beautiful available 
melodies set to attractive rhythms thls developing his 
taste for the best7 with always the hope and faith that the_ 
vulgar in music and rhythn will fail to satisfy his emotion-
al life when he is obliged to malre his own choices. 
In the private schools where progressive educatio:Q. 
is fostered, music and art form the basis for all tbe work 
done by the children~ Since private institutions must 
always act as experimental stations we may watch with in-
terest the_results of this procedure and be ready to take 
it over into our more formal institutions if and when its 
value has been proved. 
The rural schools have suffered most through neglect 
of proper music teachers. The consolidation of schools has 
helped to meet tbi s problem and the use of the rural schools 




of a piano which becomes the center of musical interest and 
f~m which all musical activities radiate • 
In the larger cities the various school musical ___ clubs 
as part of the extra curricula activities tend .to throw 
more emphasis on the value of the class instruction of music. 
Harmoni.ca bands, brass. bands, orchestras, glee clubs, class 
instruction in band instruments, piano instruction and school 
credit for private musical instruction, show the tremendous 
increase in the use and recognition of the value of music 
in the lives of the children. Participation in civic affairs 
and friendly musical. competitions with various schools in 
the citw tend to widen the children's interest and stimulate 
their desire for further achievement. The National Music 
week which is more widely observed every year and in which 
all school children may pa.rticipa te introduces them to a 
still larger whole. The work in this field has been well 
covered by various wri.te.rs: it is my purpose to confine 
attention to t~ aspect where the field is still new. 
At .just that point where the children are beginning 
to acquire skill in reading music and are entering the 
nunierous bands (harmonica IDi brass) and orchestras and 
choruses which are provided for them, a large majority of 
children in the United States leave school to .enter factories, 




public schools at Seattle, washington, suggests that 
music and art in its relation to drama and dancing be 
carried on in the continuation schools realizing that it 
is the way thEtt leisure time is spent when the emotional. 
life asserts itself', that determines whether the youth 
will be ensnared in the grip of the sensational and Cheap 
amusements or vhether he will seek groups where something 
worth while is being done~ Such classes as Miss Cole 
suggests would have to be held in the evenings, since few 
employers would be willing to release his employee during 
working hours for such instructione It is difficult to 
obtain positions :for those who are obliged to attend con-
tinuation schools because of the brokenworking time,and 
night classes would have to be voluntary. Tba. t such classes 
would have great value as preventive agenci.es is agreed but 
the problems involved are serious ones: the greatest one 
being an unwillingness on the part of the tax. payers to pay 
for something the results of which are intangible. To have 
money appropriated_for any preventive work is always ex-
ceedingly difficult. A few men in the legislatures with a 
vision for education such as that held by Napoleon Bonaparte 
would help much in this particular casee It will be remem-
bered that he said "of all the liberal arts music has the 
greatest influence over the passions, and is that. to which 




Here it is necessary to give some attention to jazz 
whid:l has been called by some the music of America. It 
has a peculiar fascination for the adolescent Who is filled 
with a desire to express the surging, throbbing, new emotion-
al life. The syncopated rhythms, found in jazz are explained 
by some as tre result of a need arising from the interfer-
ence of normal life pulses by the rapidly pulsating life 
of the modern industrial system. Mr. Paul Whiteman, known 
as the king of jazz, believes that jazz is the folk music 
of the machine age. In an interview with the New York 
Times he says: 
"There was every reason why this music 
sprang into being about 1915. The 
acceleration of the pace of living 
in this country, the accumulation of 
social forces under pressure (and 
long before the war too) , mechanical 
inventions, methods of rapid com-
munication, all had increased tre-
mendously in the past 100 years--
notably· in the past quarter. century. 
In this country especially the rhythm 
of machinerY", the overrapid expansion 
of a great country endowed with tre-
mendous natural.energies and wealth 
have brought about a pace am scale of 
living unparalleled in history. Is it 
any wonder that the popular music of 
this land :;JhoUld ref'le ct these modes o':r 
living? Every other art reflects them. tt 
Then Mr. Whiteman invokes a bit of' music history: 
nrn 1588 the sarabande swept through 
Spain •. Reformers, the musicians and 
the clergy were s]+ocked. Father Mariano, 
writing in 1609, . accused the sarabande 
of having done more harm throughout 




devasted Europe in the Middle Ages. 
Later came gigues, minuets and a dozen 
other dance forms, whiCh excited the 
same old outcry. Yet these dances were 
.taken up 7 developed and employed in con-
certos, and sonatos; as scherzos and 
minuets in symphonies. Haydn, Mosart, 
Mendelssohn, Beethoven--the list of 
composers who utilized these dance forms, 
all of them excoriated at one time or an-
other is endless. Look what the S trausses 
have done with the waltz, once the bane 
o'f intelligent people. 
Ernest Newman, English music critie, also .interviewed 
by the New York Times, Literary Digest, March 26, 192'7 
said in part: 
nthere is not, and never can be a specifically 
jazz technique of music, apart from orches-
tration. We might as we 11 suppose there can 
be such a thing as Mohammedan mathematics, 
or Buddhist biology, or Peruvian psychology, 
as suppose that tle re can be, in the last 
resort, such a thing as jazz music as dis-
tinct from ordinary music. 
11 The further jazz is 'developed,' and the 
more musical talent there is in the com-
poser who 'develops' it, the less like ~ 
ja.xx will it be. But I should not call 
such a process 'development'; I should call 
it the abandonment of all that makes jazz 
jazz. 11 
If as Mr. Whiteman suggests, the broken rhythm of 
jazz is a reflection of our age, and is a legitimate ex-
pression of it-, it is bound to live in so1re f'orm, unless 
life radically changes. Mr. Newman's criticism might more 
ne.arly agree with the view of Mr. Whiteman if they could 
be persuaded to define their terms. The music used and 
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interpreted by Mr. Whiteman is not odious to a lover of 
real music but finds an element of response. While it is 
not sensuous in its appeal neither does it call forth the 
highest ideals of beauty in sound. But the taste of the 
masses will probably never reach an appreciation of the 
very highest expression of art in music, and disregarding 
jazz and its possibilities in development will not solve 
the problem. Those composers who have adopted something 
of the :fascination of its .rhythms into really wo.r:th while 
music seem to recognize the problem and handle it more 
successfully than those of the impressionistic school who 
are presenting music in which rhythm ani melody have little 
place. 
Rose Yont seeks for the dominant note that underlies 
the craving for jazz because she :f'inds.tbat the same class 
of individuals lend their appreciation also to the higher 
and loftier types of composition. She feels that since the 
instinct for emotional. satis:f'actionis strong the.baser 
and cheaper forms are sought in the absence of the more 
elevating. nThe peculiar power of musical interpretation 
upon the emotional faculties, makes this art, in its un-
cared :ror stage, extremely open to grave dangers, especially 
in the younger and more susceptible minds .n If this is 
true then the sooner we put music on a par with the 
* Miss Rose Yont, Partial requirements for Ph.D.thesis 1916 
"The Value of Music in Education". 
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recognized 11 fundamentalsn in education - t:te sooner it will 
become a compulsory subject in the continuation schools. 
As the automobiles and movies have played a large part 
in carrying the youth away £rom the home, it is to be hoped 
that the radio will tend to neutralize this disrupting ten-
dency. The influence and scope of the radio is increasing 
every day anQ while it is possible to ~t much worthless 
music it is the best and most worthwhile that is widely 
advertised and for which all minor stations give way. Con-
stant repeti tlon of musical numbers ·on programs from 
different stations familiarizes the hearers with good 
music and develops their musical taste in much the same 
way that courses in musical appre·ciation aim to do. Its 
social value is not lacking even though the.hearers are 
entirely passive in listening because it is capabJe of 
bringing before them interests common to the whole country 
and establishing friendly feeling toward those who announce, 
contribute and also listen in. 
That better music is being demanded is evident in the 
movies. Whether i:t is the pressure of competition. or a change 
in public taste is of li.ttle importance so long as the re-
sult is the same and the public is hearing better music. 
A musician working with boys and girls must be con-




bright lights to seek new emotional experiences. By means 
of tactful suggestions and comparisons, an intelligent 
interest in music can be aroused where emotional satis-
faction has been the only criterion for judging music. An 
opportunity to hear the original compositions of' f'avorite 
classics that have become f'amiliar through their adaptation 
to jazz often awakens new interest in music. 
It has been my experience that many singing groups 
whiCh begin with the jazziest song may be lead to ohoose such 
songs aB. Gounod•s · nsoldiers' Chorusn or Rubensteins' "Melody 
in F" as a closing number - this decision being determined 
by the careful selection of' songs Whichhave been suggested 
but not arbitrarily Chosen by the leader. The informal 
sing at club parties not only creates. an atmosphere of 
happiness but in a sbort time will tend to break down social 
barriers formed by cliques and specially classified groups, 
and esta,blishes f'riendly relations among all. the_members. 
Music is :r::e rhaps the most subtle socializing devi.ce. Be-
side leading the singing a large share of' the director's 
attention must be given to the pulse of the group else no 
social aims can be accomplished. These social aims may vary 
f'rom time to time. The special problem of the group will 
determine them. They m~ be concerned chiefly with estab-




larger social aims i. e., the d~velopment of feelings of 
patriotism, loyalty, or a vision of brotherhood. Slip-
whod singing should never be allowed. Technique need not 
be stressed; a word, suggestion, or tm attitude of the 
leader will help in establishing the right setting for the 
presented song. 
With older groups wro are less familiar with the new 
popular music, stltnt songs taught by rote invariably clear 
the atmosphere and establish a sympathetic bond. 0 ften the 
dissaffected draw near and they who come to scorn, stay to 
sing. and often are most insistent in their de~d for more 
when the psychologicalmoment to stop has arrived .. 
In planning music for dances it is possible to find 
compositions which contain the necessary and required rhythms 
for the most popular dances without using the type of music 
tba t has purely sensual appeal. The problems of chaperoning 
would be greatly lessened if tbis fact were more widely 
recognized and more attention given to the choice of music. 
The spontaneous folk songs ani dances of Europe and 
England that have been handed down by tradition fcu.nd little 
place inAmerica--when the immigrant laborer was exploited 
in our Industrial life.. It was only when private agencies, 




had to make to America, encouraged exhibitions of both the 
songs and aances in pageantry and festival, helped to raise' 
within the immigrant a feeling of self respect and a realiza-
tion that he bad a contribution to make to the New country. 
The foundation i'or the building of citizenship is best laid 
upon an immigrant's self respect and friendly attitude, and 
the conscious·ness of his ability to contril:ute something 
will develop this more quickly than lectures and discussions 
that are delivered in a language whiCh often he doesn't under-
stand. 
The shorter working hours in industry have raised the 
problem of the employment of leisure time and as one means 
oi' conteracting the lure of' sensuous music in cheap amuse-
ment houses, i'ree public concerts have been instituted in· 
various cities ani towns throughout the country. 
* Kenneth s. Clarke· .has recently written a survey based 
on replies to a questionaire sent to every city and town in 
the United-States., telling what is being done musicallY in 
each locality through public funds. A summary of' the ~eplies 
reveals the fact that Brass Band concerts exceed in number 
other types of musica 1 entertainments. The amount spent by . 
each town is not proportionate to the population, but usually 
depends upon the attitude of the mayor and city or town 
officials. All reports show well attended performancesa In 





the larger cities wher~ a symphony orchestra is also 
supported, it has been proved, that left to their own choice, 
the symphony comes first in giving complete satisfaction to 
the masses. The stringed instruments of the orchestra are 
capable of making a deeper emotional appeal than the brasses. 
l:bwever, the great expense of supporting such an orchestra, 
unless supplemented by private funds, makes it prohibitive 
for .most cities and towns. 
The various musical festivals which sweep the country 
in the spring from coast to coast are in many cases civic 
enterprises, and for several months occupy much of tbe 
leisure time, and bring great pleasure to large numbers 
of participants~ 
Whether the great war whiCh precipitated the handling 
of social groups on such a large scale was wholly respon-
sible for the wide-spread popularity of community singing 
one cannot say, but the results obtained in training camps 
by men and women especially selected, proved to the many, 
what had been known by the few for a long time -- namely, 
that music may be used for developing other social values 
as well as patriotism. In. industrial cities where the 
foreign population is made up of innumerable nationalities, 
a feeling of respect for the musical contribution of each 
nation will develop an intelligent tolerance -- one of the 






Public pier dances followed closely upon the success 
of community singing and all the large costal cities adopted 
them, thus providing another recreational use of· leisure 
time. Street dances are also ~ponsored and supported by the 
various wards throughout the larger citie~; some smoothly 
paved street being chosen and enclosed for the length of a 
block, protected by traffic men from interference. Private 
agencies such as Settlement Centers, Y.M.C.A. 's, Y.W.C.A. ts, 
Boys Clubs, Girls Clubs, etc., ha v.e always tried to meet 
this problem of leisure time and the willingness of the 
public to assume some of the responsibility is a testimonial 
to the success with which the private agencies have handled 
smaller groups. 
Cleveland, Ohio, besides placing all the recognized 
musical advantages at the disposal of her citizens has taken 
the step of plac:ing pianola rolls in circulation in the 
library and also provides a room for t.rying out the rolls. 
A few libraries in the ').arger cities ba. ve phonograph records 
for circulation. The March 1925 number of the outlook began 
' phonograph recor.d reviews by Gregory Mason. This is an in-
teresting departure and will doubtless prove very beneficial 
to all readers of this periodical • 




this reinterpretation of the social value of mus~c. Ever 
since the armistice in 1918 thousands of men under the 
influence of the general unrest have_ ceased to find joy 
in labor. The development of associating music and industry 
began with simple grcup singing at the noonday period. The 
obviously beneficial results upon the health and happiness 
of the members led some of the far seeing and progressive 
employers to test the effect of short sings held on company 
time. It soon became evident that from the standpoint of 
actual production it pays to stop the machinery occasionally 
and let the workers sing. The periods of work are speeded up 
as a result of a break in the maChine routine. This is true 
where the work is very monotonous. The Scoville Manufacturing 
Plant in Waterbury, Connecticut, was a pioneer in this ex-
periment. The bond of sympathy established between the vari-
ous departments in large concerns more than pa~d :for the-time 
taken to establish -it. In a pamphlet onuMusic in Industryrt, 
C~ M. ·Tremaine of the National BureaufOr the Advancement of-
Music gives a list of ninety-three of the largest concerns 
in the United States who have group singing among their 
employees. And we who have been endeavoring to reestablish 
the social value of music essentially in its mental and moral 
~ 
aspects find tba t it also ms a high commercial value in in-




carefully one surveys it, the more real it becomes and the 
more widely it is used, the more it develops in strength • 
Those who would possess it must give it away, and the more 
they give the more they have. 
ConcJusion 
As music in the ~ublic Schools has advanced very rapidly 
so has the public attitude toward music in social group life. 
The introduction of group singing in industry is probably more 
or less responsible for the unusual impetus of the past few 
years. To have the commercial world find a money value in 
the results obtained, may not be flattering to those who 
have endeavored to build up a mental and spiritual J:>esponse 
in the midst of a material and physical aspect of life. Are 
we to be afraid for music whose emotional appeals can reaCh 
the deep realities of the soul? Rather let us be glad to 
utilize any agency that will br.i ng the social message of 
music to the masses and remember that the "money valuen is 
a business man's most natural expression of worth. 
* Peter W. Dykema names tbr ee tendencies of Amer.ican life; 
Indhridualism, the idea of rush, and the tendency to make the 
goal of life the acquisition of many things. Individualism is 




responsible for the rapid development of the American 
Nation. Too much conformity would stagnate growth but ex-
treme individualism will never send t~e roots of national 
life deep enough to give nourishment to the vast amount of 
surface that has been covered in the spread of its one 
hundred and fifty years of growth. At every point where 
the individual can make a conscious contribution to a whole 
made up of otber individuals, he is helping to strengthen 
and deepen the national lifee The idea of work hard, play 
hard, has developed a large group of tired business men 
who lack-poise and seek entertainment for physical relaxation 
rather than mental stimulation. · Can we reach this group 
in a better place tban in industry? Music of the finer sort 
must still be provided through the generosity of private 
agencies. We must use the business methods of ncreating 
a demarrl 11 if we are to attain our goal. The radio is an 
outstanding agent for reaching a certain proportion of the 
people. Occasionally municipal authorities have real in-'" 
fluence over their budget makers and can convince the tax-
payer that music is a necessary part of his existence as a 
citizen. These cases are rare as yet. 
For some time musicians have advocated that music be. 
nationally recognized and supported.·· Alma Webster Powell 




controlled economic life; i. ee if one were able to feel 
the pulse of the national music w:fuich is the spontaneous 
expression of human life within a given geographical area, it 
would be possible to foresee and prevent economic disturbances. 
The results of the mrk now being dom in the state of 
Pennsylvan~a 'by Il1"r. Van de Wall, in the various public in-
stitutions -- penal, insane, and feebleminded, will probably 
determine the extent to which other states will adopt a 
system of music to be utilized for therapeutic _purposes.· 
The National Bureau for the Advancement of :Music In 
America is a notable attempt to tie up the work being done 
in the various states, cities, and towns in the United States~ 
It also acts as a clearing house. It was here tba.t the ex-
periments with music in institutions had its inception. One 
of the finest things that it sponsors is the National Music 
Week. Each year the response to this appeal grows and more 
and more we feel its unifying affect on the citizenship as 
a whole. .The bringing together of' all the musical groups 
of' a city.or town for ensemble or competition not only serves 
as an inspiration but stimulates further activity. One re-
sult of this activity is in relation to the problem of leisure 
time, f'or, in order to excel in music week one must give 
regular time and attention throughout the year. The school 




tions will soon become our citizens and taxpayers. The 
habits· extablished in their participations in_national 
movements tends to give them a feeling of a larger whole 
of which they are a part, and in the coming generations 
we look for groups with vision where now we have individuals, 





Music as a llleans of emotional expression has existed 
through the whole history of mankind~ The subtle mean-
ing and inf'luence Qf :music in the human heart 1s :t:e rhaps 
most ably expressed by our philosophers who are accustomed 
from time to time to reinterpret the values of life. 
Music, like religion, makes first of all an indivi-
dual appeal. Aside from its emotional aspect it has 
distinct physiological effects and it is through a know-
ledge of these that music has been used to advantage in 
cases of sickness - to facilitate recovery. That -music 
has been used in this manner all thru the centuries is a 
recognized fact but it bas remained for modern science to 
discover how far and to what extant it is a remedial agent. 
The direct influence of music ceases w1 th the cessa-
tion of its vibrations; indirectly it awakens reinforcing 
moods, longings, desires, and increases thinking to the 
point of desiring action. It is only one of the thera-
peutic agents in treating mental diseases. The musician 
must cooperate with tbe physician who will determine 
through his psychiatric experience the extent to which 
music should be used for the indi vd.dual case. The 





influence of music since they inaessantly seek the 
pleasant in experiencee The best results with music 
can be obbained in group work, where consideration for 
all must determine the individual's conduct. 
The introduction of a Psychiatric Social Service 
in the Insane Hospitals has been of great service. It 
is from information from this source·that the musician 
should work. Volunteer musical entertainments have 
great value and if institutions had on their staff a 
musician who could supervise this sort of entertainment 
as well as plan the musical activities of the patients, 
the whole force of musical value could be utilized. 
Without such arrangement musical work has little conti-
nuity and much energy is wasted. 
Music in group singing, rhythmics, add dancing, helps 
to strengthen any coordination both physical and mental 
that may be found existing in the feebleminded inmate. 
Music brings joy and it would seem that here it might 
be used lavishly since these tteternal children" are more 
or less cut off from society from no fault of their own. 
The mental and moral therapeutic power of music d:n 
prisons lies in its gift for turning the prisoners from 
an unfriendly and sullen attitude which the regime of the 




which an awakening self-resecpt and developing sense 
of social obligation begets. Music gives to prisoners 
an experience in that which is perfect in law and order 
in the domain of-sounds. 
The Reformatory inmates are of~en still in the charac-
ter forming age and if their habits of antisocial behavior 
can·be broken down, some person whom they admire will have 
much influence in esyablishing right social habitw. The 
music leader o·ften has this opportunity. 
It is with the child that the bulk of work must be 
done if we are to prevent lawlessness and vice in the 
future. This has been recognized by the public school 
authorities and the increasing amount of time given to 
music and its branches shows that a general recognition 
is being given to its power in developing the emotional 
life on a balanced plane. 
The greatest problem is that mf the leisure time of 
the children who leave school at the early age of I2-I4. 
The attraction o~ jazz must be considered if one is to 
have influence with the yough who has begun to choose 
his own amusements. That its broken rhythm has something 
to do with the complex industrial life is not a disputed 
point. 
The musical contribution of the immigrant has been 




by restoring his self respect and establishing a fr,endly 
attitude toward those with whom he comes in contact. Brass 
bands are found to hold a large place in the hearts of the 
masses, if Kenneth Clark•s Survey is ~Y indication. ·Where 
symphony orchestras are also provided it is found that they 
are much preferred - a good sign. Wide use of community 
singing for all sorts of gatherings helps to establish social 
bonds. It has been recognized and utilized by Industry. 
The children of to-day who are receiving the benefits 
from increased musical activities in the schools are to 
be our citizens and taxpayers of to-morrowc Is it too 
much to expect that the vision required to carry on this 
work will be widened and shared by the many rather than 
by the few? The results of ~ennsylvania's experiment 
with music in institutions will doubtlessly be used as 
criterion for the work to be done in other states. The 
National Bureau for the Advancement of Music in America 
is doing notable work in tying up the various musical 
activities, private and public, to the whole of American 
life. Information concerning results of experiments 
being conducted in various musical fields is gladty 
given on request. Through information thus gained one 
may avoid the mistakes and errors which inevitablW appear 
during the cpurse of an experiment, and introduce new 
phases of musical activities without loss through lack 
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